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You may be surprised to discover 
that most of our favorite stories 

follow a ‘three act structure’.  



You may be surprised  
to discover that the gospel 

follows a three act structure. 





The gospel will best be told if it is 
told in it’s three act structure.  



Three Act Story Telling 



ACT 1- Set up 

The  
point  
Of no  

return 



ACT 2 - CONFLICT 

Major 
Plot 
twist 



ACT 2 - CONFLICT 

All  
Hope  

Is lost 



ACT 3 - RESOLUTION 

All  
Is well 



ACT 2 - CONFLICT 



ACT 2 - CONFLICT 

Major 
Plot 
twist 



ACT 2 - CONFLICT 

All  
Hope  

Is lost 



Obstacle  1  



If the audience is to stay 
interested, any good story needs  
a series of nearly, if not entirely 

impossible obstacles for our 
protagonist to overcome.  



The first major obstacle of our 
story occurs when god reveals  
to man that they are unable to 
obey him closely enough to be 

considered right again. 



For whoever keeps the whole law 
and yet stumbles at just one point 

is guilty of breaking all of it. 
 James 20:10 

 



Therefore no one will be declared 
righteous in God's sight by the works  
of the law; rather, through the law we 

become conscious of our sin.  
Romans 3:20 

 



For no one can ever be made right 
with God by doing what the law 

commands. The law simply shows 
us how sinful we are. Romans 3:20 

 



…know that a person is not justified by 
the works of the law…because by the 
works of the law no one will be made 

right before God. Galatians 2:16 
 



Obstacle  2  



The second major obstacle of our 
story occurs when god reveals  

to man that animal sacrifices are 
insufficient to make eternal 

amends for their sin.  



 …never can those who draw near to worship 
be made perfect by the same sacrifices 

repeated endlessly year after year, .  If so, they 
would have stopped being offered! For the 

worshipers would have been cleansed once 
for all, and would no longer have felt guilty for 

their sins.  
 Hebrews 10:1-2 

 



It is impossible for the blood of bulls 
and goats to take away sins. Instead, 

those sacrifices are an annual 
reminder of sins. 
 Hebrews 10:3-4 

 



Through these two 
insurmountable obstacles  
the point of no return has  

been well established… 



…the audience no longer fears 
for the fate of our protagonists, 
as their doom has been secured. 
they now wonder when the final 
blow will come and how painful  
it will be, in order to look away.     



Thankfully, like in any good story, 
there is a glimmer of hope just 

around the corner… 



Mid point 



If the audience is to stay 
interested, any good story needs  
a glimmer of hope. The audience 
needs to believe that help is on 

the way and not all is lost. 



This typically happens through 
foreshadowing and other subtle 

hints which give the audience 
hope…without giving away too 

much of the ending!  



The mid point of our story occurs 
when god reveals  

Through his prophets that there  
is one who is coming who will save 

his people from their sins!  



The scepter will not depart from Judah, 
    nor the ruler’s staff from between  
his feet, until he to whom it belongs 

shall come and the obedience of the 
nations  

shall be his.  Genesis 49:10 
 



Surely he took up our pain and bore 
our suffering… But he was pierced for 
our transgressions, he was crushed for 

our iniquities; the punishment that 
brought us peace was on him, and by 

his wounds we are healed. Isaiah 
53:4-5 

 



Yet it was the LORD’s will to crush him  
and cause him to suffer, and though 

the LORD makes his life an offering for 
sin…the will of the LORD will prosper in 

his hand. my righteous servant will 
justify many, and he will bear their 

iniquities. Isaiah 53:10-11 
 



These prophecies and hints  
of hope set us up perfectly for 

the major plot twist that is  
about to come… 



Major plot twist 



The only way our devastating 
story can take a turn for the 
better is if a major plot twist 

occurs around the midway point. 



This plot twist typically  
is the catalyst by which  
‘the feel good-ending’  

is set into motion. 



The second half of Act 2 and all 
of Acts 3 typically depend heavily 

on or hinges upon on the major 
plot twist at the midpoint.  



Typical plot twists include the 
introduction of a major new 

character/hero or a significant 
event/change involving our 

protagonist.   



The major plot twist of our story 
occurs when the second-member 

of the divine trinity comes to 
earth as a man in human form. 



It is here at the miraculous birth 
of Jesus that we are introduced 

to the hero of our story and  
the plot takes a significant 

change of course.  



Obstacle  3  



If the audience is to remain 
interested, any good author 

knows that our hero can’t walk  
a straight and simple line to 

ultimate victory… 



Typically our hero will navigate 
through a series of difficulties in 

the form of a major obstacle, a 
disaster and ultimately a crisis.  



Our Hero, the Son of God, Jesus… 
encounters many such difficulties 

but specific ones drive the plot 
towards the climax of Act 2.  



The first major obstacle for  
the hero in our story occurs  

when the king of that day,  
under the influence of the  

arch-enemy (satan)...   



…issues a decree to kill all the 
babies in the surrounding area of 

the birth of our hero.   



This is a clear and present danger 
to our hero and puts the fate of 
humanity in the balance, while 

also foreshadowing the climax of 
acts 2… the death of our hero. 



This obstacle is a clear 
demonstration of the war 

between good and evil, our hero 
and our arch-enemy.  



It also shows the audience  
that our hero is in for a life of 

trouble with many against 
him...yet he will ultimately prevail. 



disaster 



The beginning of the end of  
Act 2 is always ushered in with  

a major disaster in the life of our 
hero or protagonist.  



The disaster in our story  
occurs when the religious 

leaders become so jealous of 
Jesus that they plot to bring him 

to ruin by killing him. 



This disaster begins with an 
incredibly prophetic event when 

Jesus raises Lazarus from the 
dead, foreshadowing his own 

death-burial-resurrection.  



This event is the epitome of Jesus’s 
miracles and  leads the religious 
leaders to set in motion the plot 

to kill Jesus.  



…some of them went to the Pharisees  
and told them what Jesus had done…  

So from that day on they plotted to take  
his life.   John 11:46 & 53 

 



The height of this disaster occurs when 
the High Priest unknowingly 

prophesizes the purpose and ending of 
the story…   

 



…it is better for you that one man  
die for the people than that the 

whole nation perish.  John 11:50 
 



This disaster sets in motion a 
series of unstoppable events 

which lead to the climax of not 
only Act 2 but the entire story.  



crisis 



The crisis in our story occurs 
when Jesus is betrayed by his own 
disciple, Judas, and is led away at 

night for a private trial.  



Climax Act 2 



The beginning of the climax of  
Act 2 occurs when Jesus is found 
innocent of any crimes worthy of 
death, yet is unjustly condemned 

to physical death.  



This is an incredible juxtaposition 
contrasting that this event will 

end in the just release of 
spiritual criminals unto  

eternal life.  



Another incredible 
foreshadowing event occurs 
during our climax when then 

criminal Barabbas is set free on 
account of Jesus. This foretells 
the salvation of our protagonist 

(mankind) on account of Jesus.  



the climax of Act 2 occurs when 
Jesus is nailed to a criminals 
cross and breathes his last.  



All Hope is lost 



in any good three act story,  
The climax of act 2  should result 

in such a major event that the 
audience feels as though all hope 
is lost, evil has prevailed and our 

protagonist is doomed.  



‘The All hope is lost’ moment in 
our story occurs when Jesus is 

laid to rest in a tomb, with a large 
stone rolled across the entrance 
and a regiment of soldiers placed 

in front of it.  



A genuine ‘all hope is lost’  
moment means that the fate of  
the protagonist is truly in the 

balance, and the odds are  
greatly against them of surviving 

this ordeal.  



The hero has failed, evil has won, 
the enemy is beginning to 

celebrate…the protagonist has 
no where to run and hide.  



Next week, in act 3 we will see 
that God understands the power 

of a timely suspenseful delay,  
in the form of three days.  



We will also learn about the 
climax of climaxes of all stories 

told in the form of an earth 
shattering resurrection.  



We will also get a brief wrap up  
in the form of clarifying 

flashbacks explaining the 
meaning of it all.  


